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Abstract

A novel current buffer stage with very low input resistance is proposed. Low input resistance is achieved using a potentially instable positive feedback loop. Stability of the circuit under different operating conditions is examined in details. A feedback control block using a bipolar 4-bit current steering DAC as a control mechanism is added to the buffer to control the input resistance and assure stability. The proposed technology-independent design methodology always ensures precision and stability for all different parasitic capacitor and resistor values of the driving signal source as well as for process, mismatch, and environmental variations. Additionally, a novel second generation current conveyor circuit based on this novel input buffer is presented to demonstrate how this buffer makes almost ideal current mode circuits possible. Filter applications using the proposed CCII are performed for further justification. The current buffer and CCII were built in AMS 0.35 μm 2P4M CMOS technology. Measurement results are presented for the current buffer, the CCII circuit, and the filters.

1. Introduction

Analog signal processing is traditionally done in voltage domain. To process analog current signals, current to voltage conversion is usually performed. Current detectors, readout circuits, and sensors first convert input current signals to voltage signals using relatively costly resistors and amplifiers, and then process voltage signals [1–3]. This overhead is much more severe if smaller current levels need to be sensed since larger resistors are needed. Moreover, larger resistors result in larger noise in circuit inputs. To eliminate this problem, one can directly use the current input without a conversion, so a current mode operation is needed.
Current mode operation is beneficial in predominantly capacitive IC environment due to maximized speed and minimized voltage swing [4–6]. A major factor limiting the speed of voltage mode signals is the time needed to charge and discharge parasitic capacitances at the internal nodes as the node voltages swing [5]. Since the voltage swings in current mode circuits are reduced, voltage changes across parasitic capacitances will be less. Moreover, lower node impedances will decrease time constants of internal nodes [7]. Therefore, internal nodes will settle faster in current mode circuits compared to voltage mode circuits. Reduced voltage swings at internal nodes will also decrease dynamic power consumption at high speed operation. Smaller voltage swings also decrease cross talk and switching noise. Current mode circuits can achieve higher dynamic range at lower supply voltages since the circuit performance is not limited by maximum voltage swing [8,9]. Simplicity of arithmetic operations is another advantage of current mode signal processing over voltage mode signal processing. Addition or subtraction can be achieved simply by connecting output nodes together and simple current mirrors can achieve scaling [9].

Although current mode circuits have significant advantages as mentioned, there are still problems to be solved, and the most important one is the difficulty of achieving low, ideally zero, input resistances. Consider a conventional current input stage such that source of a MOSFET or emitter of a BJT is used as an input node to achieve low input resistance. Here, the resistance value is roughly reciprocal of the transistor transconductance value (1/g_m) that is in the order of kilo ohms for MOSFETs. Unless the driving circuit has an output resistance much higher than 1/g_m, the accuracy of this current input stage is not satisfactory. Moreover, transconductance is nonlinear. Since g_m depends on current and transistor size, achieving a small input resistance requires increasing current or transistor size. Increasing current will increase power consumption and increasing transistor size will increase parasitic capacitances and slow the circuit down.
A well-known solution to this problem is exploiting negative feedback [6,10]. Negative feedback loop decreases the input resistance by the feedback loop gain. However, negative feedback introduces problems such as extra parasitic capacitance and power consumption. Reducing the input resistance significantly requires a very large gain amplifier. The added amplifier dramatically worsens area, power, and speed performance of the whole circuit. Moreover, in order to avoid an addition of pole-zero doublet, the local feedback loop must have much higher gain bandwidth product than that of main loop [6].

An alternative approach for reducing input impedance is to use positive feedback [11–14]. Positive feedback decreases input resistance by applying series feedback to the input node. The current input stage with positive feedback was first proposed by Sedra in 1968 as the main building block of the first generation current conveyor (CCI) and was built with BJTs. Additionally, class AB amplifiers based on the CCI were proposed for buffering and amplifying bidirectional input currents [12,15]. However, these circuits suffer from poorly biased quiescent current. To fix the quiescent current problem, an AB amplifier using a translinear loop and 3 current carrying branches was proposed [16]. Nevertheless, none of these studies guarantees precision of the input resistance. Moreover, positive feedback can potentially cause instability and none of these studies analyzes stability of the input stage. We overcome these problems by proposing a very low resistance, precise, and stable current buffer stage with a controllable positive feedback loop. We also introduce a novel second generation current conveyor (CCII) circuit based on the proposed input buffer. Filter applications are given for further justification. Both the input buffer and the current conveyor were built in AMS 0.35 µm 2P4M process. Simulated performance was verified with measurement results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed current buffer. Section 3 describes the proposed CCII. Section 4 presents filter applications using the current conveyor. Section 5 presents simulation and measurement results and Section 6 is the conclusion.
2. Proposed Current Buffer

The proposed current buffer is shown in Figure 1. It has 30 μA bias current with class A configuration. Therefore, input dynamic range is limited with this bias current if the input current is injected. However, when the current is drawn, the limiting factor is power supply and the reference voltage \( V_{REF} \) selected as \( V_{DD}/2 \). Thus, power supply must be at least \( V_{REF}+V_{DSAT}+V_{GS} \). Maximum and minimum currents for proposed buffer is given in (1):

\[
\sqrt{\frac{2I_{D1,2,3,4}}{K}} + V_{th} + \frac{V_{DD}}{2} + V_{DSAT} \leq V_{DD}
\]

\[-493 \mu A \leq I_{D1,2,3,4} \leq 30 \mu A\]

where \( K \) is equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \mu_n C_{ox} W/L \). For our design \( V_{DD} = 3V \), \( V_{th}=0.7V \), \( V_{DSAT}=150mV \), and \( \mu_n C_{ox} W/L=2334\mu A/V^2 \). Transistor dimensions for current buffer are given in Table 1.

![Figure 1. The proposed CMOS current buffer circuit](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor</th>
<th>W(μm)</th>
<th>L(μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2,5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3,4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Transistor Dimensions for Proposed Current Buffer
The current buffer has a very low input resistance and its feedback is controlled to keep the buffer stable. The input impedance looking toward the A node without considering the driver is given in (2):

\[ Z_{in}(s) = \frac{s^2(C_{gs1}+C_c)+s^3(C_{gs5}+C_{gb1}+C_{db3})+s^2(C_{gs4}+C_{gs3}+C_{gs2}+C_{db4}+C_{db2})}{s^3(C_{gs1}+C_{db3})+s^2(C_{gs4}+C_{gs5}+C_{gb1}+C_{db3})+s^2(C_{gs3}+C_{gs2}+C_{db4}+C_{db2})} \]

\[ g_b = g_m3 + g_{ds3} \quad g_c = g_m2 + g_{ds2} + g_{ds4} \]

\[ C_b = C_{gs1} + C_{gs4} + C_{gs5} + C_{gb1} + C_{db3} \quad C_c = C_{gs1} + C_{gs2} + C_{gs3} + C_{db4} + C_{db2} \]

where \( C_b \) and \( C_c \) are the parasitic capacitances at nodes labelled B and C, and \( g_b \) and \( g_c \) are equivalent conductances at nodes B and C. The input resistance of the circuit is given in (3).

\[ R_{in} = Z_{in}(0) = \frac{1}{g_m1 + g_{ds1}} \left(1 - \frac{g_m1}{g_b g_c} \right) = \frac{1}{g_m1 + g_{ds1}} \left[1 - L(0) \right] \]

Equation 3 shows that series-shunt positive feedback decreases the input resistance by a factor of \((1- L(0))\) where \( L(0) \) is the DC gain of the internal feedback loop formed by M1-M4 excluding any impedance connected to the input. Since \( g_0g_c > g_m1g_{m4} \) when the NMOS and PMOS transistors are perfectly matched, \( L(0) \) will be smaller than 1, so the input resistance will be positive. However, mismatch between transistors can result in a loop gain larger than unity. For instance if aspect ratio of M1 turns out to be larger than M2 or M4 turns out to be larger than M3, \( L(0) \) might be larger than unity. This will lead to instability. Therefore, using this circuit requires a careful stability analysis because of positive feedback.

Proposed circuit has three parts: driver, buffer, and digital to analog converter as shown in Figure 1. Source of M2 transistor is connected to a reference voltage. Source of M1 transistor is the input node. A current source connected to the input node biases the buffer.
The feedback loop gain is given in (4):

\[
L' = \frac{g_m g_{m1}^4}{g_b g_c} \left( \frac{R_o R_s (1/g_{m1})}{R_o R_s} \right) \left( 1 + s C_s \left( \frac{R_o R_s}{R_i} \right) \right) \left( 1 + s (C_b/g_b)(1 + s(C_c/g_c)(1 + s C_s \left( \frac{R_o R_s}{R_i} \right)(1/g_{m1})) \right)
\]

where \( R_o \) is the output resistance of the bias current source, \( R_s \) and \( C_s \) are the output resistance and capacitance of the signal source that drives the circuit; \( L' \) is the loop gain of the circuit considering \( R_o, R_s \) and \( C_s \). It is evident from Equation 4 that the signal source introduces an additional pole and a zero to the overall loop gain \( L' (s) \). The pole and zero added by the signal the source are given in (5).

\[
\omega_{ZA} = \frac{1}{C_s \left( \frac{R_o R_s}{R_i} \right)} \quad \omega_{PA} = \frac{1}{C_s \left( \frac{R_o R_s}{R_i} \right)(1/g_{m1})}
\]

The zero frequency is lower than the pole frequency. Therefore, the zero-pole pair increases the magnitude of loop gain depending on the separation of the zero and the pole. Since \( R_o >> 1/g_{m1} \), seperation of zero and the pole depends on the relative sizes of \( R_s \) and \( 1/g_{m1} \). For Cs values larger than transistor parasitic capacitances, the two poles of loop gain \( L(s) \) are at higher frequencies, and the zero and the pole introduced by signal source dominate the frequency response at lower frequencies. In frequency domain, zero \( \omega_{ZA} \) comes first, leading to an increase in magnitude and phase. Assuming \( C_s \) is much larger than \( C_B \) and \( C_C \), \( \omega_{PA} \) comes after \( \omega_{ZA} \) and cancels the effects of \( \omega_{ZA} \) on magnitude and phase at approximately \( \omega_{PA} \). If there were no other poles, and magnitude of \( L' \) would stay constant. If \( L' \) reaches 1 between zero and pole, it would stay larger than 1. Fortunately, open loop gain of the buffer excluding \( R_o \) and \( Z_i \) has 2 poles. These two poles are given in (6).

\[
\omega_{PB} = \frac{g_b}{C_b} \quad \omega_{PC} = \frac{g_c}{C_c}
\]
Equation 6 shows that $L'(0) < L(0)$, but overall loop gain can be larger than 1 for some frequencies because of the zero. The circuit would absolutely oscillate if magnitude of $L' > 1$ and total phase shift of $L'$ is equal to 0 at frequencies above $\omega_{pA}$. Fortunately, parasitic capacitances at node B and C can prevent unstability if their pole frequencies are close enough to $\omega_{pA}$, preventing $L'$ from reaching 1. Signal sources, which have relatively large capacitances or very small resistances, can potentially cause instability. Thus for a comprehensive stability analysis, we need to consider effects of $C_s$ and $R_s$.

When $L(0) < 1$, the circuit is stable for all signal source impedances. However, $L(0)$ must be as close to 1 as possible to achieve very small input resistance. Even if the input buffer is designed for a loop gain close to, but less than 1, loop gain $L(0)$ might end up larger than 1 after manufacturing due to transistor mismatches. Therefore, stability of the circuit when $L(0)$ is slightly larger than 1 must be studied. For $L(0) > 1$, we need to check different cases for stability.

The first case considers very small values of $R_s$ such that $R_s << 1/g_m$. In this case $R_s$ removes negative feedback effect of $R_o$, so $L'(0) \approx L(0)$. Since $L > 1$ and $L' > 1$, the circuit always oscillates. The second case considers values of $R_s$ much larger than $1/g_m$. $R_o$ is also much larger than $1/g_m$. In this case, $L'(0)$ is much lower than unity. However, the zero moves to a lower frequency as well and $L'(s)$ will approach $L(s)$ as frequency approaches pole frequency $\omega_{pA}$. If $C_s$ is comparable to the transistor parasitic capacitances at nodes B and C, the other two poles $\omega_{pB}$ and $\omega_{pC}$ will be close to the pole frequency $\omega_{pA}$, and $L(s)$ will decrease below $L(0)$ at $\omega_{pA}$. Therefore, overall loop gain $L'(s)$ can be less than 1 even at $\omega_{pA}$ frequency. However, if $C_s$ has a large value, $\omega_{pA}$ will be much smaller than the other two poles. In this case $L(j\omega_{pA}) \approx L(0) > 1$.

Therefore, $L'$ will be greater than 1 leading to unstability. So, it is useful to determine the maximum value that $C_s$ can get. Maximum value of $C_s$ depends on the parasitic capacitances at nodes B and C and $L(0)$. In our test setup, $C_b$ was set to $3C_c$ and $L(0)$ was set to 1.05; frequency sweeps for different values of $C_s$ were performed and maximum value of $L'(s)$ was obtained for
each $C_s$ value. Figure 2 shows the results for different values of $k = C_s/C_b$. If $k$ is less than 65, $L'(s)$ is less than 1 for all frequencies in this setup. This means when $R_s >> 1/g_{m1}$, the circuit can be stable if $C_s < 65C_b$ in this setup.

The last case is when the driving sources has resistance comparable to $1/g_{m1}$. In this case, $\omega_{pA}$ depends on both $g_{m1}$ and $R_s$. Since $\omega_{cA}$ and $\omega_{pA}$ vary with $R_s$, obtaining an explicit mathematical expression is not easy. Once again $C_b$ was set to $3C_c$, $L(0)$ was set to 1.05, and $1/g_{m1}$ is set to approximately 3k. The maximum value of $C_s$ that assures $L'(s)$ to be less than 1 for all frequencies is determined for different values of signal source resistance. Figure 3 shows the maximum value of the capacitor ratio $k$ for different values of $R_s$ to assure stability.

![Figure 2. Variation of max ($L'$) with k](image1)

![Figure 3. $k_{max}$ with driving source resistance](image2)
Simulation results show that when $R_s << 1/g_{m1}$ the buffer is unstable for all values of $C_s$. As $R_s$ becomes comparable to $1/g_{m1}$, the buffer is stable even when the driving source capacitance is as large as $275C_b$. Maximum value of $C_s$ decreases as $R_s$ increases further. A summary of the stability conditions for the test setup is given in Table 2.

**Table 2. Circuit Stability Conditions (“-” represents don’t care conditions)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
<th>$C_s$</th>
<th>$L'$</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=1.05</td>
<td>$\gg 1/g_{m1}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=1.05</td>
<td>$&lt; 1/g_{m1}$</td>
<td>$\geq 65C_b$</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=1.05</td>
<td>$\equiv 1/g_{m1}$</td>
<td>$\geq 275C_b$</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=1.05</td>
<td>$\gg 1/g_{m1}$</td>
<td>$\leq 65C_b$</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned before, when the loop gain of the buffer is less than unity, buffer is unconditionally stable for any signal source. If the designer tries to design for minimum input resistance, loop gain must be designed as close to 1 as possible, but less than 1 for stability. If the buffer is designed to achieve a loop gain very close to 1 to minimize the input resistance, the actual loop gain might end up being larger than 1 after manufacturing due to environmental factors, and process variations and size mismatch. If loop gain of the buffer ends up being larger than 1 for any reason, circuit stability depends on the signal source.

In this study, a feedback control block as a bipolar current steering DAC is added to the buffer circuit to overcome this problem. The polarity bit selects whether current will be injected into or drawn from node C. The value of the current is set by a four bit current steering DAC. Feedback control block allows fine-tuning the loop gain. The value of the loop gain can be adjusted slightly smaller than 1 to minimize the input resistance and achieve stability.

The DAC modifies transconductance and channel resistance of M2. Since M1 and M3 are biased by a biasing current source, and the same current is mirrored to M4, the injected/drawn current does not change the transconductances and channel resistances of these transistors.
Tuning $g_{m2}$ and $g_{ds2}$ allows compensating for variations. Thus, this current control mechanism can adjust the input resistance by controlling $L$. This control mechanism also stabilizes an instable buffer by decreasing the loop gain. The circuit will be stable even when it is driven by sources with very low output resistances and very large capacitances.

To understand how the feedback control works, consider a buffer driven by a signal source with very small output resistance. If the circuit is stable, but has a large input resistance, this means $1-L(0)$ is positive, but not small enough. If $L(0)$ is increased, input resistance will decrease. If $g_{m2}$ decreases, $L(0)$ increases. Therefore, current must be drawn from node C to decrease the bias current of M2. Polarity bit is set to 0 and the current drawn from node C is increased as long as the circuit is stable using the DAC. If the circuit is unstable, it means $L(0)>1$. This means $L(0)$ must be decreased. Increasing $g_{m2}$ will decrease $L(0)$. Therefore, current must be injected to node C to increase the bias current of M2. Therefore, polarity bit is set to 1 and injected current is increased until the oscillation stops.

3. Proposed CCII circuit using the Positive Feedback Input Buffer

The second generation current conveyor (CCII) is indubitably the most popular current-mode building block, since its introduction in 1970 [17]. It is a versatile and flexible circuit element which can be used in analog circuit design for both linear and non-linear applications [6]. An ideal CCII has port relations given in (7). Ideal CCII has zero impedance at terminal X, infinite impedance at nodes Y and Z.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_x \\
    i_y \\
    i_z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    0 & 1 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 \\
    \pm 1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    i_x \\
    v_y \\
    v_z
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(7)

The input resistance at terminal X can be decreased using negative feedback [10] or positive feedback [11,15]. In CCII design, class AB topologies are preferred at inputs to avoid limitation
of DC quiescent current, which also contributes positively to the better signal to noise ratios [18]. However, the input must have a well-defined DC quiescent current so that performance parameters of the circuit such as frequency response and power consumption do not change during operation. It had been shown that class AB current input stages with positive feedback can be designed with well-defined quiescent currents [16].

We propose a class AB fully differential CCII architecture that uses positive feedback along with negative feedback at the current input to achieve a very low input resistance. The amplifier used for negative feedback also provides the high input impedance needed for the voltage input. The proposed CCII is shown in Figure 4. The circuit has a very small impedance at node X, infinite impedance at node Y and very large impedance at output nodes Z+ and Z-. Gain boosted cascode mirrors are used at the output nodes to achieve very high output impedance.

Transistors M9 and M12 are current sources biasing the input stage. VBP and VBN voltages are generated by biasing transistors Mb1-Mb3. M1-M4 constitutes a translinear loop; M1, M3, M10, and M11 also creates a second translinear loop. Thus, DC bias current through all transistors in both loops is determined by M9 and M12. Source voltages of M2, M4, M10, and M11 are approximately equal to the voltage of X. The simple differential amplifier force the voltage of X to be approximately equal to the voltage of Y.

M10 and M11 have a constant biasing current, so their gate-source voltage difference is

![Figure 4. Proposed second generation current conveyor (CCII)]
constant during operation. Sources of M1-M4 are held at approximately $V_y$ by the feedback amplifier. However, gate-source voltage differences of M1-M4 increase or decrease when their drain currents change. When current is injected into node X, drain current of M1 increases. Therefore, its gate voltage decreases. Since drain currents of M10 and M11 are constant, gate voltage of M10 and M3 will also decrease. Thus, drain currents of M3 and M7 will be less than M1 and M5. Current positive feedback loop formed by M3-M7-M8-M4 forces drain currents of M4 and M3 to be equal. The loop formed by M1-M5-M6-M2 forces drain currents of M1 and M2 to be equal. These currents are mirrored to the outputs and their difference is the output current. When current is drawn from node X, gate voltages of M10 and M11 increases and currents change accordingly. The circuit has a low DC quiescent power but can sink or source very large currents to/from node Z.

In Table 3, transistor dimensions for CCII and biasing circuit are given. For CCII and the biasing circuit, all channel lengths are selected as 1µm except for M39, which has a long channel of 20µm. Biasing current for current conveyor is selected as 10µA. Due to its class AB operation, there is no dynamic range limitation that is desired for low power operations.

Table 3. Transistor Dimensions for CCII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor</th>
<th>W(µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mb1, Mb2, M1,2,7,8,9,11,13,14,21,22,25,26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mb3, M3,4,5,6,10,12,15,16,23,24,27,28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M17,18,29,30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19,20,31,32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Filter Realization

Proposed CCII circuit was tested in filter applications reported in [19] as shown in Figure 5. Low pass, band pass, and high pass filter responses are observed at output 1, 2, and 3 respectively [19]. Transfer functions for the outputs are given in (8) and center frequency is given in (9).
A CCII having near ideal characteristics is required for this filter topology since a high input impedance at terminal X degrades its performance. The filter in Figure 5 is built with ideal CCII, the proposed CCII, translinear CCII, balanced differential CCII [20], and high accuracy CMOS current conveyor [21]. Performance of the filters were compared with AC simulations. Simulation results are shown in Figure 6. All current conveyors have same transistor sizes and bias currents for fair comparison. All resistors are 500Ω and all capacitors are 10nF, which corresponds to 32 kHz center frequency. This frequency is suitable for ultrasonic applications. Of course, filters with higher center frequency beyond 1MHz could be implemented with the proposed CCII, considering its bandwidth obtained from both simulations and measurements. However, this topology was picked for demonstrating the importance of low input impedance.

Figure 6 shows that filter characteristics for the proposed CCII and high accuracy CCII [21] are nearly identical to ideal CCII since their impedances at node X, Y and Z are nearly ideal. However, translinear CCII and balanced differential CCII are far from ideal filter characteristics.
due to their relatively high impedance at node X. The advantage of the proposed CCII over high accuracy CCII is its class AB operation. High accuracy CCII suffers from restricted dynamic range due to bias circuit. Figure 7 shows how the two structures perform when input current changes from -50µA to 50µA. Z node of the high accuracy CCII operates as a Class A output device due to limitation in tail current of differential amplifier. On the other hand, Z node for the proposed CCII operates as a Class AB device.
Figure 6. Magnitude responses of compared CCII structures: (a) Low pass filter, (b) High pass filter, (c) Band pass filter

Balanced differential CCII and translinear CCII have relatively high impedances at node X, which gives non-ideal filter characteristics, especially when using relatively low resistance values in filter application. High accuracy CCII has good performance on filter characteristics; however it suffers from limited bias current. We propose a class AB CCII structure, has a nearly zero impedance at node X and very large impedances at node Y and Z. It is a big advantage for low noise, low power ultrasonic applications.

Figure 7. Current transfer characteristics of the proposed CCII and high accuracy CCII
5. Measurement Results and Discussion

We fabricated our design in AMS 2P4M 0.35\mu m process. Chip micrograph of the fabricated test devices, and their layouts are given in Figure 8. The areas of the proposed current conveyor and buffer are 155\mu m x 35\mu m and 90\mu m x 100\mu m (with control DAC and reference generator), respectively. Total chip area is 0.144 m².

![Fabricated chip](a)  
![Layouts](b)

Figure 8. Fabricated chip (a) micrograph of the fabricated test devices, (b) layout of the proposed current buffer, and (c) layout of the proposed CCII

Test setup for input resistance measurement is given in Figure 9. Voltage signal from function generator were converted to current with LM13700 OTA. Input resistance of buffer is measured using a current divider setup. R_{test} is a 10 \Omega resistor. We didn’t place any AC ammeters in series with R_{test} nor the input of buffer to avoid adding resistances to these paths. Coupling capacitor isolates DC bias point of OTA output and current buffer input. The current output of the OTA
and the current output of M5 in the input buffer were compared in order to figure out the input resistance. Input resistance was measured for 5 test chips. Measurement results are summarized in Table 4. We initially observed oscillation for 2 chips. Therefore, we injected current into M2 to increase $g_{m2}$. Current injection can be activated setting the polarity bit to 1. For 3 chips, initial resistances were larger than $R_{test}$ and we have drawn current from node C to decrease $g_{m2}$ and increase loop gain. In both cases we brought $L$ to a value very close to, but less than 1. Better results can be achieved if a higher resolution current steering DAC is used.

![Test setup for measuring impedance of buffer](image)

**Figure 9. Test setup for measuring impedance of buffer**

**Table 4. Measurement Results for Input Resistance and Required Control Bits for Calibration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chip</th>
<th>Initial Input Resistance</th>
<th>Calibration Code</th>
<th>Input Resistance with Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$R_{in} &lt; 0$</td>
<td>0001, $b_p=1$</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$R_{in} &lt; 0$</td>
<td>0011, $b_p=1$</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 20 \text{ohm}$</td>
<td>0100, $b_p=0$</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 100 \text{ohm}$</td>
<td>0111, $b_p=0$</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 20 \text{ohm}$</td>
<td>0100, $b_p=0$</td>
<td>$R_{in} \approx 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement results, given in Table 5, reveal that the proposed fully differential CCII circuit has infinite impedance at node Y at DC frequencies, and it is larger than 1MΩ at 5 MHz. Node Z has very high impedance (230 GΩ) at DC frequencies and it is larger than 1MΩ at 5 MHz. Impedance at X is approximately equal to 5Ω for low frequencies and it is lower than 50Ω at 5 MHz. The circuit has a current gain ($I_0/I_x$) value of 1.005 for Z+ and Z- outputs. 3dB frequency
for X to Z transfer function is approximately 20 MHz, and ratio of \( V_x \) and \( V_y \) is 0.96 at DC and it has a bandwidth of approximately 50 MHz. As a summary of Table 5, we can claim that the proposed fully differential current conveyor demonstrates nearly ideal CCII properties.

Measurement results for low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters built with the filter topology in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 10. Simulated and measurement results for filter circuits also show that the proposed CCII has nearly ideal characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Results for the Proposed Fully Differential CCII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voltage Ratio</strong> (( V_x/V_y )) and bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current Gain</strong> (( I_z/I_x )) and bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impedance of Terminal Y</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impedance of Terminal X</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impedance of Terminal Z+ and Z-</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10. Magnitude response of filters realized with the proposed CCII circuit

6. Conclusion

This study has introduced a novel current input buffer that has a very low input resistance. The current buffer achieves low resistance using a positive feedback loop. Even though the buffer is potentially unstable because of positive feedback, a feedback control block assures stability while minimizing input resistance. The stability is guaranteed for all possible source capacitor and resistor values of the driving signal source as well as for process, mismatch, and environmental variations. A second-generation current conveyor (CCII) using this input buffer is also proposed. Measurements have verified that the input current buffer achieves very low input resistance. The proposed CCII built with the proposed current buffer is shown to have almost perfect current input terminal behavior. Test filter structures built using the proposed CCII perform close to filters simulated with ideal CCII. Although we explicitly show our the proposed current buffer in CCII applications, it can be used in any current input circuit including readout circuits of sensors with current mode outputs. Ideal current inputs can be realized using the proposed current buffer.
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